The Quiet Program is designed for those students who prefer their environment to be quieter than the norm in the residence halls. The quiet hours are extended to facilitate more time for study and academic focus. Students request the quiet program and are assigned based on space availability. The quiet program, depending on the location within the residence halls, is part of a larger living area that may also have different quiet hours. Although overall respect for others is the guiding principle as it relates to noise, total quiet is not a realistic expectation.

Students are required to sign this addendum to the contract and adhere to the quiet program guidelines. The guidelines for the quiet program are as follows:

GUIDELINES

A. Extended quiet hours are honored by all residents living in the quiet community. Extended quiet hours will begin at 7pm and continue until 7am the following morning. This cycle of quiet hours begins on Sunday evening and runs through Friday morning. On Friday and Saturday, evening quiet hours are in effect from 1am to 7am. The purpose of these extended quiet hours is to create an environment where residents who desire may study and/or sleep in their room with the least amount of distraction.

B. Residents shall not generate noise which disturbs others in the community (i.e., loud talking, slamming doors, laughter, yelling in the hallway, etc).

C. During designated quiet hours, stereo systems may be played with headphones only.

D. Courtesy hours prevail during those times not covered by extended quiet hours. See the UC Davis Student Housing website at http://www.housing.ucdavis.edu/publications/guides/2012-2013/residencehalls/ and refer to the Noise Policy under Section 3-B, Policies.

E. Changes to the extended quiet hour guidelines, although discouraged, may occur no sooner than the first of winter quarter, and only as a result of 100% concurrence with the proposal by the residents on each floor. Vote shall be in the form of a written, secret ballot, which is conducted by the Area Coordinator Team and/or Resident Advisors of the community.

F. Residents in the program are held fully accountable for the behavior of their guests who must also comply with all guidelines.

CONTRACT COMPLIANCE

Student Housing reserves the right, under Section 6g of the Conditions of Contract, to transfer a student from the quiet program to a conventional residence hall space for repeated and/or deliberate non-compliance with guidelines. In addition, non-complying residents may face other University and/or Student Housing sanctions.

Student Housing has required and accepted contractual agreements from the Quiet Program residents and will maintain both the integrity of the Quiet Program’s ideals as well as the guidelines accepted by the residents by confronting residents who fail to uphold their part of the agreement.

I have read, fully understand, and agree to comply with the guidelines established for the Quiet Program as stated in the Statement of Guidelines for Quiet Program 2012-13 (Conditions of Contract 6g). I fully understand that my non-compliance with any of the established guidelines, or any guideline added as a result of community vote, may result in my transfer to another floor within the residence hall system and/or other appropriate University or Student Housing disciplinary action.

I fully agree to the conditions set forth regarding my residency in the program.

Please complete and print legibly.

Student’s Name_________________________________ Student I.D. # __________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________

Signature of Student ____________________________________________ Date _________________________

Signature of Parent, if under 18 years of age ____________________________________________ Date _________________________